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ABSTRACT

Electro-glotto-graphic (EGG) measurements and spectral
slopes  were used to investigate several prosodical aspects
in French. The vowels [i], [a] and [u] were studied in a
specifically designed corpus of 86 meaningful sentences
uttered by two speakers. In each case, two positions were
tested: Intonation-Phrase-final and Utterance-final. The
+/-Focus parameter was controlled in each case. The
results show that the +Focus vowel has a lower open
quotient than –Focus vowel. In the case of [a], spectral
slope is also significantly higher.

1. INTRODUCTION

Implementation of prosodic organisation in speech is
made through characterisation of prosodically important
positions. These positions are clauses boundaries and
prominences (heads) [1]. Several parameters are known to
characterise prosodic information in speech: fundamental
frequency (Fo), duration, overall intensity, non phonemic
spectral variations, pauses…Generally speaking acoustic
cues used in marking boundaries or prominences are
combined with each other. The combination of these cues
also varies with languages and more specifically with the
way each language uses available cues [2]. Studies on
acoustic cues of accent in French often produce
contradictory results. It is sometimes hypothesised that the
accent field is not really well defined. But 2 kinds of
accent can mainly be distinguished: a final accent (group
accent) and an initial accent.

There is no phonologically distinctive lexical stress in
French, but phrasal accent is perceived at the end of
rhythmic groups. "Final accent" [3] is acoustically realised
on the last syllable by a Fo variation but more specifically
by a lengthening of the last syllable so that the term "pitch
accent" is inadequate. This accent mainly has a
demarcative function as it indicates ends of  groups.

The initial accent is not only optional but also much more
contradicted; it mostly appears on the first syllable of a
word but may appear later [4]. Its presence is dependent
on other parameters such as speaking styles [5] or
speakers [6]. Its acoustic correlates are essentially a Fo
rise, but also an intensity increase [4] [7].

Intensity is a controversial correlate in all cases. Sluijter
and van Heuven [8] have suggested for stressed vowels in
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 and in English that an increase of energy in the
r part of the spectrum (above 500 Hz) would be a
realistic correlate of stress than an overall increase of
ity. They hypothesised that the observed increase
be caused by a change in laryngeal activity, namely
er voice caused by a more pulse like shape of the
l waveform : the closing is much shorter or steeper
he opening of the vocal folds. We also hypothesise
is vocal effort could be reflected by an increase of
 contraction, the latter being characterised by lower
 of open quotient (see part 2.2). We describe in the

part how we investigated these two aspects: the
te aim is to provide some new cues pertaining to

h accentuation and we will start out from
sation.

2. METHODS

ORPUS

] and [u] were studied in a corpus of 86 meaningful
ces uttered by two male speakers. Sentences were as
s :

e  typographe  gaffe         et ça m'étonne beaucoup.

e typographe GAFFE      et ça m'étonne beaucoup.

 ne crois  pas que le typographe  gaffe.

 ne crois pas que le typographe GAFFE.

rget vowels were located in two different final
ic positions 1) IPfinal : Intonation Phrase final  (H%)
 Uttfinal : Utterance final (B%).

 second reading (b) invited the speakers to put focus
 second target vowel; in practice the word or the

le was capitalised. A focus in these artificial
ions could only be realised on the first syllable: this
 was made with a full understanding that the term
" is used without referring to the theoretical frames
bed in the literature [17].

oint of interest of this study was to compare two
tions:

IPfinal

Uttfinal



position focus

IP-final focalised / not focalised

Utt-final focalised / not focalised

2.2 EGG MEASUREMENTS

EGG waveforms were recorded simultaneously with
acoustic waveforms and high pass filtered at 20Hz. The
EGG signal gives information on contact between the
vocal cords, and thus on laryngeal activity; the parameters
that are derived from it, through a wide range of methods,
are the Open Quotient (Oq) as well as asymmetry
parameters (Sq) and steepness of closure.

Oq is known to be related to vocal folds constriction:
physiologically, a lax voice tends to have a high Oq and
vice-versa. It is calculated as the quotient between the
open phase and the whole period (respectively d1 and d2
on figure 1): two events (opening and closing of vocal
cords) thus have to be determined. We used the deviated
EGG waveform to infer the instant of vocal fold closure,
as illustrated in fig. 1. The positive peak (i.e. glottal
closure) is strongly marked but this method is sometimes
flawed by a difficult determination of the vocal folds
closure due to a double peak on the deviated waveform
(Henrich et al, 2000) [10]. A collaboration is currently
under process to investigate this phenomenon.

The negative peak of the derivative is known to reveal the
instant of opening of vocal folds (Min on Figure 1) but is
far less easy to single out. We therefore decided to pick a
compromised device, namely the 4/7 threshold calculated
from the minimum value of each EGG period, following
Howard's method [9]. Knowing these two instants allows
us to calculate Oq for each period. Indeed Oq is obtained
through the following quotient d1/d2 (see figure 1).

Figure 1: EGG and its deviated waveform (scales have
been adapted for a better visualisation).

As suggested in the introduction, we also needed to
compare the closing and opening phases of the EGG. This
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e 2: determination of closing (a-b) and opening
s (c-d) on the EGG.

arameters were thus measured as follows :

Sq EGG = ( xd – xc ) / ( xb  - xa )                     (1)

losing steepness = ( yb – ya ) / ( xb - xa )                (2)
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al measurements were conducted so as to measure
ional  relation between changes in laryngeal activity
nergy distribution in the spectrum. No method is
tly really satisfactory but two of them were used:

d1: the first method globally evaluates spectral
sis in the higher frequencies. It is measured as the
nce in intensity between a whole signal and the

one high pass filtered (at 1.5 * Fo:  a dynamic filter
erred to have a cut off frequency following Fo) [12 ]

d2 (a & b): the second method is more devoted to
al slope estimation. a) (H1-A3). It is calculated  as
plitude of the first harmonic (H1) relative to that of

ird formant spectral peak (A3).  b) Corrections (H1*-
can be added for inter-vowel comparisons due to
nt boosting on harmonics [14]. Both methods (2a
b) were applied although identical vowels were
red.

                   20 log10[F12/(F12-f2)]                          (3)

receding quantity was subtracted from H1, where f is
quency at which the harmonic is located.
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The preceding quantity is added to A3, where F1 and F2
are the first- and second-formant frequencies of a neutral
vowel (we took 500Hz and 1500Hz).

2.3 OTHER MEASUREMENTS

Duration, global intensity and Fo were measured on Praat
[15]. The aim was to check whether these classic acoustic
measurements could be complemented by the
measurements described in the first part.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 INTENSITY

We applied two Factor Anovas (position, focus) to our
intensity values and they did not reveal any significant
differences between focalised and non focalised positions.
However Utt-final positions had a significantly lower
intensity than IP-final positions (F(4.742)  p=0.023).

3.2 DURATION

No result appeared to be significant concerning duration
values. We could have expected focalised vowels to be
longer but the point of this study was to check whether
new cues could be found.

3.3 Oq VALUES

Two Factor Anovas (position, focus) indicate that Oq is
significantly smaller when focalised in both positions
(F(14.135)  p=0.0005) for the focalisation factor and
F(6.048)  p=0.01 for position).

An interesting result consistent with the literature is that
Oq is larger in an utterance final position which suggests a
relaxation towards the end of a sentence.
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Figure 3: Oq values for focalised / non focalised vowels
in our two conditions
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her parameters follow the same trend although not
icant, where the focalised vowel shows larger values
the non focalised vowel. The difference is much
in Utt-final position where our values are generally

r and van Heuven suggested a tenser voice and a
r glottal pulse specifically for stressed syllables; we
d to find equivalents of this tendency through our
G and closing steepness measurements: the results
re rather disappointing for our focalised positions as
d the same tendency as for Fo. Indeed a difficult
will be to distinguish results of the glottal

teristics such as Oq or SqEGG and Fo which are all
dant on the vibration speed of vocal folds.
logically, the steeper slopes of the EGG pulses can

d on the stronger tensions of the folds. The increase
al effort is mainly due to the increase of subglottal
re which will not only influence the glottal peak

 but also the number of periods per second because
cords close faster, hence Fo will be higher. Then
G and closing steepness could be passive results of
riations. The same phenomenon could be suggested
 : it seems that Oq increases with Fo [16]; on the

hand the vocal effort would lower Oq but is usually
 on a Fo peak.

uld also be kept in mind that SqEGG and steepness
 calculated here may not be relevant of what Sluijter
an Heuven suggested to be a tenser voice and a
r glottal pulse. Thus EGG measurements are
tly being compared with synchronised fiberscopic
s.
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ethods revealed a significantly higher spectral slope
re energy in the higher frequencies for focalised [a]s
h positions. It is suggested in the literature [14] that



our methods are only relevant for cases where the first
formant is not too low. This may explain why the vowel
[a] only is significant for our results. A new method
should be investigated for these vowels.
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 Figure 5 : H3* - H1* values for focalised / non focalised
vowels detailed for the three vowels. A lower value
indicates a higher spectral tilt.

4. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The lowering of Oq for focalised vowels is an important
result of this study. Laryngeal variations investigated here
are subtle variations. They are phonetic details that do not
alter segment identity. However, these results are
consistent with the idea that new acoustic cues to prosodic
events still have to be investigated, a research program
which necessitates inquiry into the complex relationship
between all parameters. Despite the fact that EGG is only
an indirect estimation of vibration mode of the vocal folds,
and that spectral tilt measurements are still hampered by
methodological problems, the combined analysis of
physiological and spectral parameters seems promising for
investigating the acoustic and articulatory correlates of
accentuation, in French and other languages.
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